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We regularly take calls from customers who have 
been bamboozled and taken for a ride by one 

of the many rare coin (or numismatic) dealers.  

Generally it’s the same sad tale.  A customer will 
inform us he bought some purportedly rare gold coins 
two or three years earlier – before the market price of 
gold rose by better than 50%.  Believing his invest-
ment decision to have been vindicated, the owner calls 
up the same outfit who sold him the coin, only to find 
out the buy-back price for that coin is barely what he 
paid years earlier… when the market price of gold was 
hundreds of dollars lower than it is today!

So what happened?  And why do so many people con-
tinue to sink their serious money into the illiquid and 
usually underperforming rare-coin collector market?  
Well, the answers can be found by unmasking the de-
ceptive arguments rare coin dealers use to catch their 
unsuspecting prey.  Below we examine the three most 
common deceptions used by peddlers of rare coins. 

Myth #1:  
Rare Coins Are Uniquely  
“Confiscation Proof”
This falsehood keys on President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 
Executive Order #6102 which ordered citizens to turn 
in their gold bullion for dollars and made “hoarding” 
gold a crime.  There was an exception made for truly 
rare and collectible gold coins (much of what numis-
matic salesmen sell today may not fall under this defi-
nition, by the way). Only months later, FDR devalued 
the dollar by almost 50% and reset the official price 
of gold to $35 per ounce.  At that time, the dollar was 
formally backed by gold.  Forcing the public to turn 
in its gold made it possible to expand the money supply 
in an effort to counteract deflationary pressures and fund 

massive new federal government spending programs.  But 
President Richard M. Nixon slammed shut the gold win-
dow in 1971, so money can now be printed without this 
important restraint.  Central planners no longer need your 
gold to pursue their inflationary policies.

The “confiscation proof” argument spun by rare coin 
salesmen falls apart in two ways.  First, under two 
federal laws – one passed in the early 20th century 
and another from the 1970s – the U.S. government 
claims the power to seize any private asset whatsoever 
in times of national emergency or war.  Nothing is au-
tomatically exempt.  Second, there is no requirement 
that gold be held by the Treasury to back the money 
supply, so the “need” to seize gold in order to inflate 
the currency no longer exists.  

Three Insidious Myths about “Rare” Coins

Each numismatic coin type, each year, and each 
condition level has its own sub-market, making it 
especially difficult for anyone but extremely serious  
collectors to make knowledgeable decisions.
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If today the government wanted to confiscate our wealth 
(because simply stealing it via inflation wasn’t doing the 
job quickly enough), it would take whatever was the 
easiest to get its hands on.  All assets, from real estate to 
401(k)s, would be threatened.  (Financial assets are not 
only easily located, but also easily confiscated by a mere 
shuffling of papers or clicks of a computer mouse, unlike 
physical gold and silver securely stashed away.) 

Myth #2: 
Rare Coins Are “Not Reportable”  
for Capital Gains Tax Purposes
The truth is that government reporting requirements 
are virtually identical for numismatics and bullion.  
Only in extremely rare instances are buying or selling 
bullion gold or silver reported to the IRS by dealers.  
Just to give you an idea of how rare, I can tell you that 
in more than 12,000 transactions in the past year, 
Independent Living Bullion has NEVER had to file 
any kind of disclosure report.

The primary exceptions are purchases using more 
than $10,000 in actual cash or sales of very large gold 
and silver bars and 25 ounces or more of certain one-
ounce foreign-minted gold coins.  In the overwhelm-
ing majority of transactions, dealers are NOT required 
to file any kind of report.  

What rare coin salesmen “forget” to mention is that 
any capital gain you enjoy in selling a rare coin is still 
something that you, as an individual taxpayer, must 
report on your tax return – whether or not a 1099 
information return was filed by your dealer.  Tax obli-
gations are the same for both numismatic and bullion 
coins.  Gains on coins held longer than one year are 
taxed at the collectibles rate, which is 28%.  Short-
term gains are taxed as ordinary income.

Myth #3:  
Rare Coins Offer Better Price  
Appreciation Potential
Far from delivering greater actual, bankable profits 
than bullion, the opposite is usually the case with nu-
mismatics.  The outrageous buy/sell spreads so com-
mon with numismatics (and proof coins) severely eat 
into the profit potential associated with owning them. 

Here’s a great example of the ridiculous transaction 

costs in rare-coin investments: A customer calls and 
says he wants to trade rare coins for some “junk” silver 
(pre-1965 dimes, quarters, and half dollars).  Suppose he 
had bought 5 one-ounce gold coins from the 1890s for 
roughly $5,800 when gold was $320 per ounce.  Rare 
coin dealers today are buying those same exact coins for 
just a little over the current spot price of gold.  Gold has 
risen 400%, yet a hypothetical numismatic investment, 
after accounting for transaction costs, is up a paltry 30%!  

Unfortunately, stories like this are more common than 
numismatic pitchmen would like you to think.  Bottom 
line: always ask for what the buyback price would be 
on a coin if you were to sell it back later that day.  For 
bullion coins, bars, and rounds, this spread is almost 
always less than 10% (and can be as low as 5%).   But 
for rare coins, it’s generally 30% to 40%.

Numismatic Companies Sell Bullion, 
But You’d Have to Fight Them to Buy It
Almost all rare coin dealers have the good stuff – actual 
bullion – for sale.  But they can be counted on to try steer-
ing you toward their high-premium numismatics, which 
reward the high-pressure salesmen with fat commissions.

Speculating on numismatic coins is somewhat akin to 
speculating on artwork.  Sure, you can make money 
buying and selling artwork, but it’s a specialized field, 
and if you are thinking of putting serious money 
into it, you had better make sure you know what you 
are doing.  And if you think the U.S. is heading for 
rough times, do you really think people will be willing 
increasingly to pony up cash to buy rare coins at many 
multiples of their intrinsic value?

All that said, it can be great recreation to dabble in 
collecting rare coins, particularly if you appreciate 
the beauty, symbolism, and history of these items.  
But for your serious investment money, stick with 
the “boring” investment gains that come with gold 
and silver bullion!  
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Most of the time, those asking the question are con-
sidering their first purchase of physical bullion.  They 
know domestic and world events demand that they 
do something to preserve wealth, but recent dramatic 
increases in bullion prices make them hesitant to place 
an order.  Their caution is understandable, but staying 
in depreciating dollars out of fear is potentially devas-
tating to their wealth and security.  

Price is only a single detail in a much larger picture. 
Precious metals prices have been rising for most of the 
last 10 years, which means that they have consistently 
appeared expensive to those looking to buy at a “bot-
tom.”  Investors who stick with a fundamentals-driven 
buying approach are profiting, because they are not 
paralyzed waiting for exactly the right entry point.  

Here is the larger picture today: fiat currencies are 
being managed by drunken louts intent on inflating 

incessantly to service unmanageable debts.  The pre-
cious metals soar safely above this scene.

In a World Beset by Hidden Land-
mines, Metals Provide Protection
One of the landmines threatening dollar-denominated 
paper assets is the current strife in the Middle East and 
North Africa.  As events there continue to unfold, the 
question is how large the conflicts will grow.  Christo-
pher Whalen of Institutional Risk Analytics recently 
discussed the possibility of a region-wide civil war 
between Sunni and Shia Islamic factions.  

Even without conflict on that scale, we have seen a 
dramatic rise in oil prices.  Higher oil prices, and the 
corresponding drag on world economies, increase the 
probability of more “stimulus,” “Quantitative Easing,” 
or whatever Orwellian term central bankers use to 

By Clint siegner

World Events to Spark Even Higher Metals Prices

Value investors in general, and our customers in particular, would rather streak naked through church than 
be caught investing in an asset at the top.  An instinct reinforced by some recent hard lessons in the dot-com 

and real-estate bubbles makes us wary of investing in anything that has a lengthy record of outperformance.  
That’s why it is no surprise that customers often ask us a variation of this question: “Silver has sure gone up a lot, 
so is now still the time to buy?”  

Buying Precious Metals Inside Your IRA Account
It’s Easier Than You Think!

Continued on next page
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avoid words that portray what they are actually doing 
– namely, printing money.

Another land mine is the Japanese earthquake, tsunami, 
and resulting nuclear disaster.  The Treasury will likely 
need to find some buyer to replace Japan as the U.S. 
tries to fund several trillion in new and rolled-over debt 
issuance over the coming year.  Japan, the third largest 
buyer of treasuries (just behind our own Federal Re-
serve and China), is almost certain to become a major 
seller as they raise cash to pay for rebuilding. 

At the same time other major players, such as China 
and PIMCO’s Bill Gross, are outspoken in their dis-
gust regarding the government’s inflationary policies. 
Gross, who runs the world’s largest bond fund, just 
liquidated his funds’ entire holdings of U.S. Treasur-
ies.  Real-world buyers aren’t likely to fill the gap 
created by Japan’s exit.  The only enthusiastic buyer 
remaining is the Federal Reserve. 

By all indications, there is little chance that the cur-
rent louts will sober up and straighten out.  Consider 
what is happening now in the U.S. Congress.  Mas-
sive public outrage over debt, deficits, and bailouts 
as expressed in recent elections has translated into… 
exactly zero meaningful reforms.  If the deficit is $1.7 
trillion and projected to run well in excess of a trillion 
dollars in future years, who seriously thinks a spend-
ing cut of $39 billion fixes anything?

Despite Large Rally, Silver Still Way 
Undervalued Historically
Trivial budget-cutting gestures from Congress aside, 
the Fed will continue monetizing Washington’s over-
spending.  Which brings me back to the question 
about silver.  The two charts below provide critical 
insight into the larger mega-trend of re-emergent pre-
cious metals, which have much further to go.

Prior Ratio Bottoms - Silver vs. Dow
(Number of Silver Ounces to Buy the Dow Jones Industrial Average)

Silver Ounces

If past cycles are any guide, silver will continue to dramatically outperform equities.

Continued on next page
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Yes, metal prices have risen dra-
matically.  But it is a virtual certainty 
they will fly much higher before this 
crisis is resolved.    

You are probably sitting on some 
nice profits in your bullion.  Con-
gratulations!  But you may have 
friends and family members who still 
haven’t protected themselves from 
the coming currency crisis.  What do 
you tell them? 

In my view, they should move with 
urgency to build a meaningful po-
sition in physical bullion, even at 
today’s “high” prices (silver hasn’t 
even actually recorded a new all-time 
nominal high yet, as it is just now 
approaching its 1980 peak).  Sure, if 

someone has at least 20% of his as-
sets in gold and silver bullion (like we 
recommend) he can sit back and try to 

wait for a pullback before making new purchases.  But VERY few people fall into this category.  The idea of 
waiting to get serious about protecting oneself with precious metals – simply because we’ve recently seen big 
gains – is downright dangerous. 

1921 1932 1948 1981 2009

Gold and gold mining shares 
as a percentage of global assets

28%

20%

30%

26%

0.8%

Data courtesy of Sprott Asset Management. Sources: Silberjunge.de, Erste Group Research

It’s difficult to argue we are near a top in precious metals when private and 
institutional ownership of bullion and mining shares remains below 1%.

Bullion Investment Rounds 
Available through  
Our Monthly Plan

1 Ounce  
.999 Silver Round

1/10 Ounce  
.9999 Gold Lady Liberty

Our turnkey monthly accumulation service has be-
come our most popular offering!  If you haven’t al-
ready, give us a call and sign up today for our monthly 
gold and silver accumulation plan and harness the 
power of dollar-cost averaging.  Each month you can 
buy silver and/or gold on a disciplined basis, and do it 
with ease.  

We can set you up with an automatic bank  
account debit, or you can pay by check or credit card.  
Give us a call and enroll over the phone, or ask us to 
mail you the application so you can fill it out at your 
leisure.  Also, refer friends to the monthly program 
and receive a free half-ounce silver round for every 
individual who enrolls (no limit)!

Accumulate Valuable Gold & Silver Every Month  
through Our Monthly Purchase Plan

Call 1-800-800-1865 to enroll, or fill out the  
application at www.IndependentLivingBullion.com
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Sure enough, in the weeks following that article, the 
Mint buckled under the pressure of increased demand 
for its product and abruptly began rationing Silver Eagles 
to wholesalers.  The U.S. Government’s ability to meet 
public demand for Silver Eagles (as required by law) had 
fallen short due to the breakneck pace in sales during the 
first two months of 2011 – when sales reached nearly 10 
million ounces on the heels of record sales of nearly 35 
million ounces in 2010.  

The fallout of the U.S. Mint’s 
controversial rationing of its 
flagship silver product, the 
bullion Eagle coin, is much 
higher premiums.  Whole-
salers and dealers have been 
scrambling to get their hands 
on as many coins as possible to 
satisfy customer demand.  And lead times of up to 4-6 
weeks – on larger orders in particular – have become 
the new norm.  

Customers can also expect delays on several other 
forms of silver, such as Canadian Maple Leafs, one-
troy-ounce silver rounds, and 100-ounce bars.

A Far Less Expensive Option  
is Pre-1965 Silver Coins
Despite the tenuous situation with Silver Eagle sup-
plies, other forms of silver remain available at lower 
premiums – at least for now.  Independent Living 
Bullion has always advocated that customers get the 
most amount of metal for the money, which is why we 
currently recommend purchasing pre-1965 90% U.S. 
silver coinage.

Junk silver – as it’s more commonly called because it has 
no collectible value, just silver value – remains attractively 

priced and readily available.  When it comes to invest-
ments in silver, “junk” is awfully tough to beat given its 
rare combination of wide recognizability (it 
is government-issue / legal-tender coin-
age), ultra-low premiums over the melt 
value of silver, and no lead times.  But 
there are already hints that the latter 
two benefits may not last forever.

When the financial collapse, and sub-
sequent heavy correction in silver took 
place during the Fall of 2008, massive 
demand for the metal ensued.  Bags of 90% silver 
coins carried among the highest premium of any bullion 
product at the time – a situation we may see at some point 
again.  Unlike other products, there will be no new sup-
ply coming onto the market since this form of silver is no 
longer minted.  And, as the situation with the U.S. dollar 
becomes more and more precarious, we expect there will 
be substantial hoarding of junk silver (it’s desirable for use 
in a barter-type society).  Premiums may well revert back 
to Fall ’08 levels.  But for now, junk silver remains the 
single best buy on the market in our view.

Better Buy Than Eagles: Canadian 
Maple Leafs and Perth Mint Coins
For those who want to stick with .999 pure, or “fine” silver 
instead – and want it in the form of newly minted govern-
ment-issue coins (as opposed to privately minted rounds 
which are less expensive) – we have lined up some great 
alternatives to U.S. Eagles.  

In addition to the Canadian Maple Leafs, which have 
always been a lower premium alternative to Eagles, we now 
offer newly minted coins from Australia.  These coins give 
investors the lowest premium in this product class.  Please 
read the article, “Perth Mint Coins Now Available at Low 
Premiums” on page 8 for more details. 

By Mike gleason

Dysfunctional U.S. Mint Rations  
American Silver Eagles as Predicted

In the last edition of Precious Metals Quarterly, we highlighted the explosive increase in silver demand and 
hinted at future shortages and delays as prices continue to soar.  Investors are increasingly moving into the 

safe-haven protection of precious metals – and silver has lately been the biggest beneficiary.  In that article, we 
pointed out how the U.S. Mint – with sales volumes of Silver Eagles continually eclipsing previous records 
month after month – was nearing a potential breaking point.  
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As an Independent Living Bullion customer, you’ve already come to the realization that owning and accumulating 
gold and silver is not only a smart –  but a necessary – financial move.  But what about your friends and relatives?  

Sadly, an extremely small percentage of Americans own even a single ounce of gold or 
silver.  Many of our customers have gently encouraged loved ones, work colleagues, 
and even casual acquaintances to get busy and begin switching some of their paper dol-
lars into real and tangible money before it’s too late.  

Well now, each time you are successful in convincing someone to protect their assets 
with our help, you will also be helping yourself!  Beginning now, ILB is pleased to offer 
free silver to any customer who refers us to someone who places an order. 

Here’s how the program works:
1)  The referring customer receives one (1) Silver American Eagle for every new 

customer who places an order and mentions the referring party’s name.

2)  The referring customer receives one (1) additional Silver American Eagle for every $5,000 in total order 
value on the referred customer’s first order – no limit!

3)  The referred customer must mention the name of the ILB customer who referred them and will themselves 
receive one (1) free half-ounce Don’t Tread on Me / Boston Tea Party silver round with their first order.

Example:  Referred customer places an order for $15,000.  The referrer receives four (4) Silver Eagles with our 
thanks – one (1) for sending ILB a new customer and three (3) more based on the size of the order 
(one for each $5,000 in order value). And the referred customer receives a free half-ounce round with 
his first order.

Rules & Restrictions:
1)  Order values for the purposes of calculating the bonus will be rounded down to the nearest $5,000.  For 

example, an order of $19,700 is eligible for three bonus coins, not four.   An order must be at least $20,000 
to qualify for four bonus coins.

2)  The referral must be with someone outside of your own household, and only one referral will be paid per 
unique household.  

3)  Referrals will be paid out at the beginning of the month for all paid and cleared orders from the prior 
month.

4)  Referrals are paid on the new customer’s first order only.

5)  Referred customers must place the order and make full payment themselves.

6)  We reserve the right to modify or terminate the Referral Program at any time. 

Call Independent Living Bullion at 1-800-800-1865 with any questions regarding the new Referral Program, 
and we’ll be happy to explain in more detail.  And rest assured, anyone you send our way will encounter the same 
level of professionalism and no-pressure environment that you have already experienced. 

By Mike gleason

Introducing the ILB Referral Program –  
Refer a Friend, Get Free Silver
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Independent Living Bullion is absolutely committed to offering the lowest-premium options. When the 
dysfunctional U.S. Mint started rationing its production again in recent weeks on Silver American Eagles and 
premiums rose market wide, we moved quickly to give our customers the best alternatives available.

That is why ILB now offers the beautiful Perth Mint bullion coins in both gold 
and silver.  These are the LOWEST-COST newly minted government-issue coins 
in the world.

To prove our commitment, we are offering a free one-ounce silver Koala!  
Read on to see how you can collect yours.

Australia’s Perth Mint, one of the most recognized mints in the world, has an 
unmatched reputation for producing quality, beautiful coins and bars. For buyers 
wanting the familiarity and assurance of government-issue coinage at a low price, 
Perth Mint coins are the way to go!

The one-ounce gold Kangaroos offer very substantial savings versus comparable  
alternatives. These legal-tender coins are minted in ultra-pure .9999 gold, like the  
Canadian Maple Leaf, but they cost several dollars less per ounce.

Premiums on Perth Mint silver coins are as low as $2.25 per ounce over the silver 
spot price! Compare that pricing with a one-ounce silver Canadian Maple Leaf, which carries a premium of at 
least $3.00, or one-ounce silver American Eagles, where premiums have risen to over $4.00 in recent weeks. 

Special Offer: Buy 10 Perth Kilo Coins,  
Get a FREE Silver Koala

Perth Mint one-kilo (32.151-ounce) silver coins are nearly four inches in diameter and over 5/8 of an inch in 
thickness – like nothing you currently have in your vault. These coins are minted using .999 fine silver and are 
legal tender for $30 Australian dollars. The detailing and finish on these massive coins is unbelievably gorgeous. 
Have a look!

These kilo coins can be shipped promptly, even as lead times for deliv-
ery of Silver Eagles are 2-4 weeks and getting longer.

CALL NOW TO GET THIS HOT BUY!
The Perth Mint is not going to continue selling their coins at big 
discounts relative to their competition forever. These low premiums 
probably won’t last for long. We want our customers to take advantage 
today, while the opportunity still exists.

Order 10 or more of these beautiful and unique 1-kilo silver coins 
– and we’ll include Perth Mint’s lovely 1-ounce silver Koala coin for 
FREE!  Call Independent Living Bullion today at 1-800-800-1865.  

Perth Mint Coins  
Now Available  

from Australia at Ultra-Low Premiums

The impressive and massive Perth 
Mint kilo coin is the lowest-priced, 
newly minted government-issue coin 
in the world.

The beautiful Gold Kangaroo 
from Australia is the lowest-
cost, government-minted gold 
coin available today.


